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went to him	it was" the night upon which Wilde
received the fatal message which sent him down the
wretched path to his ruin Wilde, it seems, sometimes
revolted against the unworldhness which irked him when
he visited Shannon and Ricketts "You are ascetics of
art, you turn away from life and, like most painters, you
lack curiosity," he told them
But they found something greater than life in turning
away from it an exquisite friendship in which they
worked together with an unselfishness as natural to
themselves as it was incredible to others When Shannon
finished the portrait of me as "The Dumb Wife,"
Ricketts calmly added a butterfly to the veil of the high
head-dress, and Shannon, delighted, left it there, and now
when I look upon the picture Ricketts's butterfly recalls
the delicacy of the devotion they had for one another
The understanding between them was unerring and
beautiful
Ricketts held my love and guided my tempestuous
spirit over many rapids With his letters are a score of
postcards, each with a little word of advice or a phrase of
congratulation Once I had been impatient with my
dressmaker for the way she worked upon his design
"Don't scold or punish people," he wrote And in that
e
'irase he revealed the key to his human relationships
nerring historical knowledge gave his criticism force
but the force was never cruel
When Shannon and Ricketts went abroad, they
brought home countless little presents for me Beads and
jewels and rag dolls they had bought "from little
Nubian girls with grape-coloured skin and eyes like
gazelles " They would buy chameleons from Egyptian
children, only to set them free again Then would come
letters from Ricketts, written after he had seen me play
They were letters to strengthen and sustain me in the
long monotony of work, but they never tasted of the
cloying sweetness of flattery One of the secrets of
Ricketts's charm and of the devotion which his friends
felt for him lay in his practice never to "talk down"

